yeepa® Play – Measure – Learn

Homework as a Game
Gamification Case Report: National Taipei University, Taiwan
The College of Business of the National Taipei University (NTPU) digitizes the
processing of student homework: for the introductory lecture "Principles of
Economics" the game-based learning software yeepa is used instead of the
usual handwritten homework. The students earn their points in weekly intervals and must achieve a minimum success rate of 50%. It is up to them to decide which strategy they use to achieve this

Background
The introductory lecture "Principles of Economics" runs over two semesters, is
held in English and is aimed at international students. As the material is rich in
facts, multiple choice tests are traditionally used here. The methodological
advantage of MC tests is that they can be used to handle large numbers of
cases and provide an optimal comparison of learning performance. The homework combines MC and free-text tasks and is assigned after each weekly lecture and has to be completed until the following date. The evaluation is semiautomatic. The success of the homework requires a share for the course credits. Scenario is only moderately popular with students and teachers alike. This
is exactly where the digital transformation comes in: the handling of homework
should be easier for the university teacher and the learning scenario more motivating for the students.

Idea: Homework as a Social Game Event
The solution approach of staging the homework as a playful competition was
realized with the gaming server yeepa®. yeepa delivers multiplayer quiz games,
in which the players compete against each other in real time with their
smartphones or PCs via web app. Players can play alone or together with others. Due to the game's dramaturgy, the joint game enables higher scores (cooperation advantage, informal learning). Characteristic for the game is that the
score is not only dependent on knowledge, but also on game strategy and random components.
With each lecture, a thematically corresponding quiz game with approx. 100
questions is activated. The players usually have one week to reach a score of
6000. In order to avoid that points are collected randomly, a minimum success

score of 50% is prescribed as a control criterion. In order to validate the effectiveness of the lecture event, 20-30% of the question collection of a game always addresses the subject matter of the upcoming lecture that is not yet
known from a technical point of view. In total, about 1500 questions were used
per semester.

Didactics: Play - Measure - Learn
To improve game performance, the player receives individual learning tips and
literature references. After each game, there may be a list of questions that the
player is allowed to deal with in order to achieve a better result in the next
game. The individual error questions are presented in the learning mode of the
web app in form of a "stack of cards" and are automatically repeated according
to the Leitner scheme. In addition to the superficial game performance in the
form of the point value, the yeepa-index provides an objective measurement
based on the statistically determined question difficulties, which allows the
player to place himself in the group with his level of knowledge. The player is
free to derive a learning need for himself. After completing the homework, the
games are still available and can be played at any time, as often as desired, for
final exam preparation.

Method: Better Measurement through Repetition
During the games, questions are repeated randomly, so that guessing effects
and knowledge can be separated more precisely, and knowledge developments
can be measured over time. As a rule, the success rate of a question collection
does not automatically represent the ability to solve it, unless the test has previously been statistically validated and items that are too easy, misleading or
too difficult have been sorted out. For a valid test, an even distribution of questions across all difficulty areas is required. In principle, the test quality cannot
be determined in advance. yeepa solves the problem by identifying characteristic questions for each level of performance on the basis of the played data

Results
All participants of the lecture took part in the game. Any technical hurdle in
using the web app was not reported. 92% of the students met the requirements
regarding point value and success rate. More than one third of the participants
played very intensively and tried to reach the top of the highscore. Compared
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the final tests have improved by 10-12 percentage points.
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